
The Parent Group of the London Chinese School - Meeting Minutes  

Date: November 5, 2011 

Location: School Library 

Attendance: 

1. Bing Zhang 

2. Debbie Chiang 

3. Dianhong Lu 

4. Ellen Wang 

5. Haitao Yang 

6. Hui Xie 

7. Kitty Wong 

8. Kuan Wei 

9. Meonne Chan 

10. Sandy Xu 

11. Susana Soler 

12. Xiyoming Guo 

13. Yan Xia 

14. Yuanqing Lou 

15. Yuanyu Song 

 

1. Discussion on how we would like to conduct our meetings and reach decisions.  

 The group reached consensus on the following 3 points: 

i. It was proposed that we have monthly meetings on the first or second week of every month. Susana is 

going to check with the principal to further confirm the availability of the meeting place and date.  

ii. In order to vote on any decision, the meeting needs to have at least 10 attendants, including at least 2 

executive members. 

iii. Any parent who attends a meeting is eligible to vote. The Chair or person chairing the meeting cannot vote 

unless it is to break a tie vote. A decision will be made by the parents who attend a meeting.   

 

2. Change of Bank Branch and Group name. 

 The group reached consensus on the following 2 points: 

i. The parents' group name is now, The Parent Group of the London Chinese School.  

ii. Meonne and Susana will check out new bank account choices and keep the group updated. 

 

3. to 6. Items referring to use of Group's money: 

Having referenced expenses for the 2010-2011 academic year, the group reached consensus to keep the 

following items in our budget plan for the 2011-2012 academic year:  

i. Class incentive for students (class treats) 

ii. Chinese New Year Celebration  

iii. Appreciation gift cards to paid staff members 

iv. End of year celebration pizza party  

  

After reviewing and discussing the following two requests from the principal, the group could not reach 

consensus on whether we should allow the requests and, a vote was therefore taken on:  

 

i. Appreciation gift cards to volunteer assistant. 

13 out of 15 attendants voted against paying gratuity to the volunteer office assistant.   

Concerns and comments discussed:  

- There will be the possibility of unfairness to other volunteers.  

- There is not enough information to make an informed decision, 

- The group is willing to discuss this item again if more information is provided from the principal.  

 

ii. The purchase of capital equipment - 2 laptops, 2 projectors, 2 HDMI cables, 2 laptop bags, 2 portable 



CD/Cassette players, and 3 portable CD players 

12 out of 15 attendants voted against this purchase.  

  Concerns and comments discussed:  

- Sufficient information has not been provided to explain why the school needs this equipment. 

Students have access computer equipment in the library and that by extension; data projectors 

have also been available for London Chinese School use.   

- All equipment/capital assets purchased by the parent group become the school board’s property.  

We have no control at all.  We cannot ensure that it will be used exclusively for the London 

Chinese School only in the future.  

- The money previously collected is for activities and not for purchase of equipment. 

- As these items cost a lot of money, but are only used on Saturdays. The purchase of the used 

items or donation from Computer for School program should be considered. 

- Some parents expressed a willingness to donate used portable CD/cassette players and lending 

laptops and/or projectors for special events. 

- A few parents voiced that the group should accept the principal’s purchase order.  

- The group is willing to discuss this item again if more information is provided from the principal.  

- The group also agreed that future purchase requests will be decided on a case-by-case basis.  

- Whether the purchase of the equipment through school board is a good choice. Estimated cost 

through school board is $3,700. No research formally done on retail pricing but warrants further 

investigation.  

 

 

7. How to effectively communicate with the whole Parent body: 

 The group reached consensus on the following 3 points: 

i. We will send out one letter to invite parents to attend our next meeting. We will then send meeting agendas 

 and minutes to parent community by electronic means.  

ii. Bing will set up an e-mail account so that executive members will not be inundated with e-mails to their 

 personal accounts. 

iii. Hui will set up a website where agendas and minutes will be posted for all parents to access. 

 

Our next meeting date and time will be determined after speaking with school principal. The agenda will be 

posted on the new website and a letter will be distributed to all parents with agenda and website/e-mail 

information.  


